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Abstract
The cortical mechanisms for reach have been studied extensively, but directionally selective mechanisms for visuospatial
target memory, movement planning, and movement execution have not been clearly differentiated in the human. We used
an event-related fMRI design with a visuospatial memory delay, followed by a pro-/anti-reach instruction, a planning delay,
and ﬁnally a “go” instruction for movement. This sequence yielded temporally separable preparatory responses that
expanded from modest parieto-frontal activation for visual target memory to broad occipital–parietal–frontal activation
during planning and execution. Using the pro/anti instruction to differentiate visual and motor directional selectivity during
planning, we found that one occipital area showed contralateral “visual” selectivity, whereas a broad constellation of left
hemisphere occipital, parietal, and frontal areas showed contralateral “movement” selectivity. Temporal analysis of these
areas through the entire memory-planning sequence revealed early visual selectivity in most areas, followed by movement
selectivity in most areas, with all areas showing a stereotypical visuo-movement transition. Cross-correlation of these
spatial parameters through time revealed separate spatiotemporally correlated modules for visual input, motor output, and
visuo-movement transformations that spanned occipital, parietal, and frontal cortex. These results demonstrate a highly
distributed occipital–parietal–frontal reach network involved in the transformation of retrospective sensory information into
prospective movement plans.
Key words: fMRI, movement planning, reach, visual memory, visuomotor transformations

Introduction
In order to effectively interact with the world, human beings
take in sensory information and use it to produce meaningful
actions. One of the most commonly studied cases of this is
visually-guided reach-to-touch movements (e.g., ringing a

doorbell or pushing the power button on a laptop computer).
Often visual information is no longer available by the time one
makes a movement, or gaze has been re-directed to another
location by the time one initiates a movement (Henriques et al.
1998; Flanagan and Johansson 2003). To perform such
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distinction between visual target memory and MP (Connolly
et al. 2000; Beurze et al. 2007, 2009; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007).
In other studies, target memory was separated from MP, but
did not distinguish planning from execution (Connolly et al.
2000; Chen et al. 2014). Based on these studies, one might predict that parieto–frontal cortex should show contralateral directional tuning for reach plans, especially in the hemisphere
contralateral to the hand (Connolly et al. 2003; Fernandez-Ruiz
et al. 2007; Bernier et al. 2012; Gertz and Fiehler 2015). However,
one cannot clearly differentiate this spatial tuning for planning
from coding target direction (and/or ME signals), especially in
occipital cortex that might show tuning for either visual direction or an imaginary goal. Further, one cannot track visual versus movement directional tuning through a separate sequence
of visual memory, planning, and execution events, or use this
information to construct functional networks of sensory,
motor, and sensorimotor codes for reach.
The current study uses an event-related fMRI paradigm that
explicitly separates visually-guided reaching into 3 phases in
time (visual target representation (VTR), MP, and ME), by introducing a pro/anti-reach instruction between visual target memory and planning phases, and a “go signal” between planning
and execution times. We used this paradigm in combination
with a new way of spatially analyzing combined pro-/antireach data, to investigate 4 questions: 1) which brain areas are
differentially activated for VTR, MP, and ME, 2) which of these
areas show contralateral visual and/or movement direction
speciﬁcity during the planning phase, 3) at what point in the
target–planning–execution coding sequence does a visual-tomovement (visuo-movement) transformation occur within the
cortical areas involved in reach, and 4) how are these visual,
movement, and visuo-movement parameters temporally and
spatially distributed through the cortical networks for reach in
the human?

Methods
Participants
Twelve right-handed subjects (3 males, 9 females aged 20–36)
were recruited from the York University community. We chose
this number of subjects based on precedents set in similar
studies of visuomotor control in healthy subjects (CavinaPratesi et al. 2010, Gallivan et al. 2011). The resulting dataset
was sufﬁcient to yield statistically signiﬁcant results that survived corrections for multiple comparisons (see Results). All
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none of
the subjects had any known neurological deﬁcits. The York
University Human Participants Review Sub-committee approved
all techniques used in this study and all participants gave their
informed consent prior to the experiment.

Experimental Stimuli and Apparatus
The experimental stimuli and apparatus were the same as the
setup used in Chen et al. (2014). Visual stimuli consisted of
optic ﬁbers embedded into a custom-built board with adjustable tilt. The board was mounted atop a platform whose height
was also adjustable (Fig. 1A). The platform was attached to the
MRI scanner bed and placed over the abdomen of the subject.
The height of the platform and tilt of the board were adjusted
for each participant to ensure comfortable reaching movements. A translucent touchscreen (Keytec, 170 × 126 mm) was
afﬁxed on the board to record reach endpoints. An eye-tracking
system (iView X) was used in conjunction with the MRI-
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movements, the brain must retain information about the spatial location of a target in working memory, use this information to form a motor plan, and then execute that motor plan to
reach towards the goal. Neurophysiological studies in awake
behaving nonhuman primates have shown a progression from
visual-to-motor (visuomotor) coding within and between neurons in the occipital–parietal–frontal cortical axis (Picard and
Strick 2001; Andersen and Buneo 2002; Gail and Andersen 2006;
Cisek and Kalaska 2010; Westendorff et al. 2010; Kravitz et al.
2011), and spatially-selective networks for memory, attention,
and planning that span parietal and frontal cortex (Berman and
Colby 2009; Rawley and Constantinidis 2009). However, human
imaging studies have not clearly differentiated spatial selectivity for reach plans in cerebral cortex from visuospatial target
representation and/or movement execution (ME), or tracked
visual and movement directional selectivity through the entire
sequence of events leading up to reach execution.
Previous human neuroimaging studies investigating visualto-movement (visuo-movement) transformations have identiﬁed several key regions in the parietal–frontal reach planning
network. In parietal cortex, both the mIPS (DeSouza et al. 2000;
Medendorp et al. 2003, 2005; Prado et al. 2005; Beurze et al. 2007,
2009, 2010; Fernandez-Rui et al. 2007; Tosoni et al. 2008; Filimon
et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2014) and the superior parietal occipital
cortex (SPOC) (Astaﬁev et al. 2003; Connolly et al. 2003; Prado
et al. 2005; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007; Tosoni et al. 2008; Beurze
et al. 2009; Gallivan et al. 2009, 2011; Bernier and Grafton 2010;
Cavina-Pratesi et al. 2010; Monaco et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2014)
show activation related to reach planning and execution. These
areas encode this information with a contralateral left–right topography (Beurze et al. 2007; Vesia et al. 2010; Vesia and Crawford
2012). In frontal cortex, human dorsal premotor cortex (PMd)
also encodes pointing and reaching (Connolly et al. 2000, 2007;
Astaﬁev et al. 2003; Prado et al. 2005; Beurze et al. 2007, 2009,
2010; Bernier and Grafton 2010, Bernier et al. 2012; Chen et al.
2014), as well as contralateral spatial selectivity (Beurze et al.
2007, 2009, 2010; Bernier et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014).
An important question in vision–memory–motor transformations is whether spatial locations and reach plans are speciﬁed in visual or movement selective coordinates, i.e., whether
sustained spatial activity codes retrospective sensory information or prospective motor plans (Curtis 2006). One strategy
scientists have used to study this question is dissociating the
visual target from the movement goal. Some studies have used
anti-reaching tasks, where subjects view a target and must perform a reach in the opposite direction (Connolly et al. 2000;
Chen et al. 2014; Gertz and Fiehler 2015). Using this type of
paradigm, Chen et al. (2014) found contralateral visual coding
in left occipital cortex during the target representation period
and contralateral movement directional coding in parieto–
frontal cortex during ME. In another study, contralateral movement directional coding was observed in the left precuneus
(PCu) during movement planning (MP) (Gertz and Fiehler 2015).
Fernandez-Ruiz et al. (2007) studied visual and movement
selective coding using reversing prisms, which reverse the visual input such that a leftward reach target appears to be in the
right visual ﬁeld. They found that most regions in the left posterior parietal cortex encoded the visual direction of the goal
during ME (with the exception of the angular gyrus (AG), which
encoded the movement direction).
What all of these imaging studies lacked, leading to the current study, was a clear separation between target memory, MP,
and ME for reach. Some fMRI studies have isolated reach planning from execution, but slow BOLD dynamics did not allow a
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the workspace. The hand was never visible to the subject, even
during reaching.
There were 3 types of visual stimuli presented by different
colors: the ﬁxation point in yellow, targets in green or red, and
masks in white. All stimuli were presented horizontally on the
touchscreen, and had the same diameter of 3 mm as the optic
ﬁbers. There was one central ﬁxation location. Eight horizontal
peripheral targets (4 on each side of the touchscreen) were
used (Fig. 1B), and twenty “mask” LEDs were located above and
below the target line (10 on each side with 5 above and 5 below
the targets). The visual mask was used during the delay periods
to control for visual afterimages. The distance between the
eyes of the subject and the center of the touchscreen was
approximately 60 cm. The target LEDs were located approximately 4°, 5°, 6°, or 7° to the left or right of the ﬁxation LED.

Experimental Paradigm and Timing

setup. (B) Illustration of the experimental paradigm. The display of visual targets is the same for all 3 tasks (Pro-Reach, Anti-Reach, and Color Report). The
key difference between the 2 reach tasks is the congruence of the visual target
and movement goal. In the Pro-Reach task, subjects reach towards the remembered location of the previously displayed visual target. In the Anti-Reach task,
subjects reach towards the location mirror symmetrical to the visual target in
the opposite visual ﬁeld. As the target presentation and pro/anti instruction are
separated by an 8 s delay, this allows the task to disentangle target representation from MP and execution. In the Color Report task, target color (red or green)
rather than location is remembered and reported.

compatible Avotec Silent Vision system (RE-5701) to record
movements of the right eye during the experiment.
The head of the participant was slightly tilted (~20°) to allow
direct viewing of the stimuli presented on the board (Fig. 1A).
The board was approximately perpendicular to gaze and
approximately 60 cm from the eyes. The upper arm was
strapped to the scanner bed to limit motion artifacts. Reaches
were thus performed by movements of the right forearm and
hand. A button pad was placed on the left side of the participants’ abdomen and served as both the starting point for each
trial and as the response for the color report control task (see
Experimental Paradigm and Timing). Participants wore headphones to hear auditory instructions and cues. During each
trial, subjects were in complete darkness with the exception of
the visual stimuli, which were not bright enough to illuminate
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and paradigm. (A) Photograph of the experimental

We used an event-related design, with each trial lasting 38 s
(including an inter-trial interval of 12 s). The paradigm included
3 tasks: pro-reach, anti-reach, and color report as a control
(Fig. 1B). Each trial began with the presentation of the yellow
ﬁxation LED (this was displayed for 24 s before the ﬁrst trial in
each run). Concurrently, subjects were given the auditory
instruction “reach” or “color” to indicate the task they had to
perform at the end of that trial. The important distinction
between these 2 instructions is that while remembering the
spatial location of the target LED (the visual target) was
required for the reaching trials, this information could be
ignored for the color report trials. After 2 s, a green or red target
LED was illuminated for 2 s, followed by an 8-s delay period
(the “visual target representation” phase) during which the ﬁxation LED and mask LEDs were illuminated. At the end of the
delay, subjects were given 1 of 3 auditory instructions: For
reach trials: “towards” (indicating a pro-reach trial) or “opposite” (indicating an anti-reach trial). For color report trials the
instruction “color” was repeated. This took 2 s. The pro- or antireach instruction being given in the middle of the trial prevented subjects from forming their movement plan during the
ﬁrst delay period. The auditory instruction was followed by
another 8-s delay period (the “movement planning” phase) during which the ﬁxation LED and mask LEDs were illuminated.
After the mask LEDs were turned off, subjects heard a beep that
served as a “go” signal for subjects to reach-to-touch to: 1) the
remembered location of the target in pro-reach trials, 2) the
mirror location in the opposite visual hemiﬁeld in anti-reach
trials, or 3) press the button once if the target LED was green or
twice if it was red for the color report trials (or vice versa, this
was be counterbalanced across subjects). This is referred to as
the “movement execution” phase. After touching the touchscreen for 2 s, subjects heard a beep that instructed them to
return their right index ﬁnger to the starting position. The following trial started 12 s later.
Each functional run consisted of 12 trials presented in a random order (4 for each of the 3 tasks; 50% of targets presented in
each visual hemiﬁeld for each task) and lasted about 8 min. For
the purpose of analysis, target locations were collapsed
together as “left” or “right.” Subjects participated in 8 functional
runs in one session. They were trained to perform the required
tasks 1–2 days before imaging and practiced all tasks within
the MRI scanner before scanning to ensure that they were comfortable with the task.
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Behavioral Recordings

Imaging Parameters
The experiment was conducted at the York MRI Facility at the
Sherman Health Sciences Centre at York University with a 3-T
whole-body MRI system (Siemens Magnetom TIM Trio). The posterior half of a 12-channel head coil (6 channels) was placed at
the back of the head, with a 4-channel ﬂex coil over the anterior
part of the head (Fig. 1A). The head was tilted ~20° to allow for
direct viewing of the stimuli during experimental trials.
Functional data was acquired using an echo-planar imaging
sequence (repetition time [TR] = 2000 ms; echo time
[TE] = 30 ms; ﬂip angle [FA] = 90°; ﬁeld of view [FOV] = 192
× 192 mm, matrix size = 64 × 64 leading to an in-slice resolution
of 3 × 3 mm; slice thickness = 3.5 mm, no gap; 36 transverse
slices angled at ~25° covering the whole brain). Slices were collected in ascending and interleaved order. During each experimental session, a T1-weighted anatomical reference volume
was acquired using an MPRAGE sequence (TR = 1900 ms;
TE = 2.52 ms; inversion time TI = 900 ms; FA = 90°; FOV = 256 ×
256 × 192 mm, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3).

Preprocessing
All data was analyzed using BrainVoyager QX 2.2 (Brain
Innovation). The ﬁrst 2 volumes of each scan were discarded to
avoid T1 saturation effects. For each run, slice scan time correction (cubic spline), temporal ﬁltering (removing frequencies <2
cycles/run), and 3D motion correction (trilinear/sinc) were performed. The 3D motion correction was performed by aligning
each volume of one run to the volume of the functional scan
that was closest in time to the anatomical scan. Three runs
showing abrupt head movement of 1 mm or 1° were discarded.
Functional runs were coregistered to the anatomical image.
Functional data was then transformed into Talairach space
using the spatial transformation parameters from each individual subject’s anatomical scan. The voxel size of the native functional images was 3 × 3 × 3 and was not resampled to a
different voxel size during the preprocessing steps. Functional
data was spatially smoothed using a FWHM of 8 mm.

Data Analysis
For each participant, we used a general linear model with 33
predictors. Two predictors were used for the initial auditory

Voxelwise Analysis
Contrasts were performed on β weights using an RFX (random
effects) GLM with a percentage signal change transformation.
This GLM was used to investigate the ﬁrst 2 main questions for
this study. To investigate the brain areas involved in VTR, reach
MP, and reach ME, we performed 3 contrasts to ﬁnd brain areas
that showed higher activity for reach trials (pro and anti) than
the control (color) trials during each phase.
We also performed 2 contrasts to test if brain areas showed
contralateral directionally selective activation in visual or
movement direction coordinates during MP. The ﬁrst contrast
was designed to ﬁnd contralateral visually selective brain
areas. So for the left hemisphere, areas that showed higher
activation when the target was initially presented in the right
visual ﬁeld (pro- and anti-reach right) than the left (pro- and
anti-reach left) would be contralaterally visually selective. For
the right hemisphere, areas that showed higher activation
when the target was initially presented in the left visual ﬁeld
(pro- and anti-reach left) than the right (pro- and anti-reach
right) would be contralaterally visually selective. The other
contrast aimed at ﬁnding movement-direction selective brain
areas. So for the left hemisphere, areas that showed higher
activation when the movement direction was to the right
(pro-reach right and anti-reach left) than the left (pro-reach
left and anti-reach right) would be contralaterally movement
selective. For the right hemisphere, these areas showed higher
activation when the movement direction was to the left (proreach left and anti-reach right) than the right (pro-reach right
and anti-reach left). For these contrasts, we limited our analysis to brain regions showing higher BOLD activation in the
hemisphere contralateral to the visual target or movement
goal, respectively.
Activation maps for group voxelwise results were overlaid
on the inﬂated brain of one representative subject. To correct
for multiple comparisons, cluster threshold corrections
(Forman et al. 1995) were performed for each contrast using
BrainVoyager QX’s cluster-level statistical threshold estimator plug-in (1000 iterations). Areas that did not survive
were excluded from further analysis. A Bonferroni correction
was applied to the t value for each contrast to account for
the 2 types of contrasts performed in the experiment (movement trials > control trials and contralateral directional
selectivity contrasts). These 2 types of contrasts were
planned a priori, with contrasts 1–3 being movement > control trials at 3 different time periods and contrasts 4 & 5
investigating contralateral visual and movement selectivity
during the planning phase (α = 0.05/2 comparisons = 0.025
corrected for P < 0.05).
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Following the fMRI experiments, the eye position and reach
endpoints were inspected. Eye movement errors were deﬁned
as trials where subjects were unable to maintain visual ﬁxation
from target presentation until touching the touchscreen.
Reaching errors were deﬁned as reaches to the direction opposite to the instructed reach goal. Trials with behavioral errors
were excluded from further analysis (4.52% of trials).
To conﬁrm accurate reaching in the pro- and anti-reach
conditions, we performed a correlation analysis comparing
horizontal target location to the horizontal reach endpoint for
each subject. For pro-reach trials, across-subject means of the
correlation coefﬁcients (r) were r = 0.843 ± 0.03. For anti-reach
trials, across-subject means of the correlation coefﬁcients
were r = 0.836 ± 0.04. We then applied Fischer’s r-to-z transformations to individual subject’s r values and performed oneway t-tests to compare subjects’ z scores to 0. Both t-tests
were signiﬁcant (Ppro < 0.001, Panti < 0.001), indicating accurate
reaching.

instruction (reach or color); 4 predictors were used for visual
target presentation (left or right X reach or color trial); 4 predictors were used for VTR (left or right X reach or color trial); 3
predictors were used for the second auditory instruction (proreach, anti-reach, or color trial); 6 predictors were used for
motor preparation (left or right X pro-reach, anti-reach, or color trial); 6 predictors were used for motor execution (left or
right X pro-reach, anti-reach, or color trial). In addition, 6
motion correction parameters and predictors for behavioral
errors and inter-trial intervals were added as confound errors.
Each predictor was derived from a rectangular wave function
convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function
using BrainVoyager QX’s default double-gamma hemodynamic response function.
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visuomotor system. It is important to note that certain effectorspeciﬁc functional areas cannot be clearly distinguished in our
contrasts (e.g., frontal eye ﬁelds vs. PMd), in which case the
reach-related label has been given. We also provided complete
time series data for select areas (Fig. 3). These data are described
in more detail in the following sections.
Task Related Activation During the Visual Target Representation
Phase
Contrast 1 [Target Representation Reach > Target Representation
Color] investigated which brain areas showed higher activation for
visuospatial coding required to plan a reach (either pro or anti)
than activation related to representing the color of the target (the
requirement of the control task). In this phase, only the visual target location was known (as reach direction was only speciﬁed by
an auditory instruction after this delay period), and any activation
revealed by this contrast may be related to any aspect of target
coding (not limited to spatial location). Figure 2A shows the activation map for this contrast superimposed on inﬂated cortical surfaces viewed from above. The indicated areas survived a cluster
threshold correction of 82 voxels. This contrast revealed modest
bilateral activation near the intersection of the precentral and

Figure 2. (A) Voxelwise statistical maps obtained from the RFX GLM for the contrast Pro-Reach + Anti-Reach > Color report. Event-related group activation maps for
target representation are displayed on the “inﬂated brain” of one representative subject, where light gray represents gyri and dark gray represents sulci. The leftward
inﬂated brain represents the left hemisphere, and the rightward brain represents the right hemisphere. Highlighted areas show signiﬁcantly higher activation than
control data with a P < 0.05 with Bonferroni and cluster threshold corrections. These areas include the left and right PMd and right pIPS. (B) Voxelwise statistical
maps obtained from the RFX GLM for the contrast Pro-Reach + Anti-Reach > Color report. Event-related group activation maps are displayed on the inﬂated brain of
one representative subject for MP. The 2 leftward inﬂated brains represent the left hemisphere, and the 2 rightward brains represent the right hemisphere.
Highlighted areas show signiﬁcantly higher activation than control data with a P < 0.05 with Bonferroni and cluster threshold corrections. These areas include bilateral PMd, PMv, mIPS, pIPS, and SOG. Signiﬁcant activation was also observed in left M1, SPOC, and IOG, and right S1. (C) Voxelwise statistical maps obtained from the
RFX GLM for the contrast Pro-Reach + Anti-Reach > Color report. Event-related group activation maps are displayed on the inﬂated brain of one representative subject
for ME. The 2 leftward inﬂated brains represent the left hemisphere, and the 2 rightward brains represent the right hemisphere. Highlighted areas show signiﬁcantly
higher activation than control data with a P < 0.05 with Bonferroni and cluster threshold corrections. These areas include bilateral PMd, mIPS, SMG, IOG, SMA, and
IFG. Signiﬁcant activation was also observed in left M1 and S1, and in right PMv. (See Table 4 for site abbreviations).
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In our ﬁrst analysis, we looked at general, nondirectional reach
activation; combining left and right movements for both proand anti-reach trials. A recent fMRI study has shown that proand anti-reaches activate similar parietal and premotor areas
(Gertz and Fiehler 2015). We conﬁrmed this was the case in our
study by analyzing pro-reach > color, anti-reach > color, and
pro-reach > anti-reach during motor planning and execution
and have included these post hoc analyses in Supplementary
Fig. 1. As indicated in this ﬁgure, most of the ROIs described
below fall within regions of pro-/anti-reach overlap, although
some additional signiﬁcant ROIs appear below when one doubles the dataset by combining these 2 conditions.
Figure 2A–C plot the pro- and anti-reach data relative to our
color control task in each of the 3 major phases of our task: VTR,
MP, and ME, with corresponding ß-weights for these data shown
in Supplementary Fig. 2, and the corresponding Talairach
coordinates shown in Tables 1–3. Brain areas were labeled by
comparing the Talariach coordinates from the peak voxel within
a cluster and comparing it to known sites of activation in the
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Figure 3. Time courses for 4 brain areas of interest (SOG, pIPS, mIPS, and PMd) that were bilaterally active from the MP Reach (pro + anti) > MP Color contrast during
the MP phase. The dark gray line indicates activity (% signal change) from reach trials and the light gray line indicates activity from color report trials. Error bars are
SEM across subjects. The x-axis displays time in seconds and is time locked to the MP phase. The 3 vertical black dashed lines indicate the onset of the VTR, MP,
and ME phases (from left to right). Note that there is an activation peak corresponding to the black solid lines for all 7 time courses that contain 3 peaks (B-H), the
only exception being left SOG.

superior frontal sulci, consistent with the location of PMd (Monaco
et al. 2011), and modest unilateral activation in the right posterior
intraparietal sulcus (pIPS). At ﬁrst glance it might seem odd that
only areas associated with movement control (Gallivan and
Culham 2015) were activated, but recall that the control task also
involves memory of a non-spatial, non-motor target type. Thus,

this subtraction shows areas with memory-epoch activity “speciﬁc
to spatial location or early general motor preparation for reach.”
Task Related Activation During the MP Phase
Contrast 2 [MP Reach (pro + anti) > MP Color] investigated
which brain areas showed higher activation for MP for pro- or

Temporal evolution of target representation, movement direction planning, and reach execution

Table 1. Talairach coordinates and number of voxels for Target Representation ROI
Area

Mean X

Mean Y

Mean Z

Voxels

Left PMd
Right PMd
Right pIPS

−25.43
20.61
21.64

−10.48
−9.4
−61.84

52.47
51.53
48.21

976
976
909

Table 2. Talairach coordinates and number of voxels for MP ROI
Mean X

Mean Y

Mean Z

Voxels

Left SOG
Right SOG
Left IOG
Left LG
Right LG
Left mIPS
Right mIPS
Left pIPS
Right pIPS
Left SPOC
Left PMd
Right PMd
Left PMv
Right PMv
Left CMA
Right CMA
Left SMA
Right SMA
Right S1
Left M1

−13.47
24.31
−44.32
−10.5
7.5
−24.5
22.5
−18.5
18.5
−22.41
−15.5
23.5
−51.47
45.51
−7.5
8.5
−7.5
10.5
16.5
−15.51

−89.31
−79.24
−79.63
−77.5
−74.5
−44.5
−46.5
−68.5
−59.5
−73.51
−14.5
−14.5
−5.51
−2.53
−23.5
−26.5
−9.5
−4.5
−34.5
−26.49

14.38
26.31
−0.47
−12.5
−12.5
52.5
44.5
38.5
45.5
32.58
58.5
56.5
34.47
31.44
49.5
48.5
54.5
45.5
58.5
61.49

959
935
696
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
979
1000
1000
964
964
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
997

Table 3. Talairach coordinates and number of voxels for ME ROI
Area

Mean X

Mean Y

Mean Z

Voxels

Left IOG
Right IOG
Left pIPS
Right pIPS
Left mIPS
Right mIPS
Left SMG
Right SMG
Left PMd
Right PMd
Left PMv
Right PMv
Left IFG
Right IFG
SMA
Left S1
Left M1

−51.42
46.5
−8.11
13.78
−24.5
22.5
−52.5
52.5
−25.6
23.5
30.46
−34.5
−57.85
55.44
−4.5
−25.5
−20.5

−65.21
−60.5
−65.31
−70.79
−44.5
−46.5
−23.5
−20.5
−6.1
−5.5
42.46
41.5
1.84
9.53
−12.5
−23.5
−17.5

−4.27
−7.5
51.09
46.53
52.5
44.5
19.5
32.5
55.3
58.5
31.46
25.5
18.67
4.56
51.5
61.5
65.5

722
1000
582
579
1000
1000
1000
999
1000
1000
990
1000
835
986
1000
1000
999

anti-reach than activation related to representing the color of
the target (the requirement of the control task). Activation during this phase could be related to planning a speciﬁc movement
and/or general motor preparation in anticipation of an upcoming reach. The activation map for this contrast is shown on an
inﬂated cortical surface viewed from the lateral and medial
sides (Fig. 2B). The marked areas survived a cluster threshold
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correction of 230 voxels. This contrast revealed widespread
activation in bilateral PMd, ventral premotor cortex (PMv), supplementary motor area (SMA), cingulate motor area (CMA), mIPS,
pIPS, superior occipital gyrus (SOG), lingual gyrus (LG). Activation
was also found in the left hemisphere in primary motor cortex
(M1), SPOC, and inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), and in right primary
somatosensory cortex (S1). (For a complete list of abbreviations
for ROI discussed in this study, see Table 4).
Task Related Activation During the ME Phase
Contrast 3 [ME Reach (pro + anti) > ME Color] investigated
which brain areas showed higher activation related to executing a pro- or anti-reach than activation related to indicating the
color of the target with a button press (the requirement of the
control task). The activation map for this contrast is shown on
an inﬂated cortical surface (Fig. 2C). The marked areas survived
a cluster threshold correction of 206 voxels. This contrast
revealed widespread activation in bilateral mIPS, M1, PMd,
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and
IOG. Activation was also found in the left hemisphere in primary somatosensory cortex (S1), in the right hemisphere in the
middle frontal gyrus, and in the SMA (could not disentangle the
right and left hemisphere for SMA).
Time Series Data
To better understand the evolution of activation for these brain
areas, we examined their time series. Figure 3 illustrates the
time courses data of the reach and color conditions for 4 representative bilateral brain areas, chosen because they have been
linked to visuomotor planning, including: SOG, pIPS, mIPS,
and PMd. We selected these areas as SOG showed egocentric
planning-related activation in a previous study (Chen et al.
2014) and pIPS, mIPS, and PMd are part of the parieto–frontal
reach planning network (Culham et al. 2006; Gallivan et al.
2011; Vesia and Crawford 2012). The onset time for VTR, MP,
and ME are indicated by gray vertical lines (noting that the
BOLD response data have been time-corrected for estimated
hemodynamic lag), with black lines indicating peak values during these 3 phases from left to right, respectively.
Looking at these representative time courses, several patterns emerge that help to understand the previous observations
and provide reference events for further analysis. First, in nearly
all of our ROIs 3 peaks of activation were apparent, aligned
closely with target representation, MP, and ME. An exception to
this general trend was the lack of a distinctive third execution
peak for some occipital areas, such as left SOG (Fig. 3) and bilateral LG (not shown). Second, the relative heights of these peaks
were dependent on the expected functional anatomy, with SOG
(representing occipital cortex) showing a relatively larger target
peak (although “planning” and “execution” peaks were present
in the right cortex), pIPS showing roughly equal target, planning,
and execution peaks, and mIPS and PMd showing predominant
ME peaks. Third, the degree of reach task-speciﬁcity (gap
between black vs. gray lines) generally increased both in time
from visual target representation to ME and in cortical space
from occipital cortex to parietal cortex to frontal cortex. Thus,
the entire occipital–parietal–frontal axis was activated during
target coding, planning, and execution, but the task-speciﬁcity
of these responses increased along the antero-frontal axis and
in the temporal transition from target, planning, and execution
responses. We will examine this in more detail in the following
sections using spatial parameters related to visual target and
movement direction.
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target was initially presented in the right visual ﬁeld were contrasted against trials where the visual target was presented to the left, independent of the direction of
the movement. For movement selectivity contrasts, the opposite was the case. Trials where the motor goal was to the right were contrasted against trials where the
motor goal was to the left, independent of where the initial visual target was presented. These contrasts were used to examine activity during the MP phase. (B)
Voxelwise statistical maps obtained from the RFX GLM for the contrast Pro-Reach Right + Anti-Reach Right > Pro-Reach Left + Anti-Reach Left. Event-related group
activation maps are displayed on the left hemisphere inﬂated brain of one representative subject for MP. Highlighted areas show signiﬁcantly higher activation than
control data with a P < 0.05 with Bonferroni and cluster threshold corrections. The Left cuneus met these criteria. (C) Voxelwise statistical maps obtained from the
RFX GLM for the contrast Pro-Reach Right + Anti-Reach Left > Pro-Reach Left + Anti-Reach Right. Event-related group activation maps are displayed on the left hemisphere inﬂated brain of one representative subject for MP. Highlighted areas show signiﬁcantly higher activation than control data with a P < 0.05 with Bonferroni
and cluster threshold corrections. These areas include V1, LG, SOG, SPOC, mIPS, aIPS, PCu, AG, PMd, mM1, and an area encompassing parts of primary motor and
somatosensory cortices (M1/S1) (See Table 4 for site abbreviations).

Contralateral Visual and Movement Direction
Selectivity during MP
We next focused on the question of whether spatially selective activation during reach planning encodes retrospective
visual location information and/or prospective movement
information (Curtis 2006). Henceforth, we will refer to these as
“visual” and “movement” direction selectivity, respectfully, for
brevity. After the pro or anti instruction, participants might
hypothetically still retain memory of target location (left or
right), while simultaneously planning a movement in the
same or opposite direction. We took advantage of this to create contrasts that utilized all of the planning data, and either
highlighted 1) visual direction selectivity where the pro-/antimovement selectivity should cancel out (as in the right-target
example shown in the left column of Fig. 4A) or 2) movement
direction selectivity, where left/right target direction should
cancel out (as in the rightward movement example shown in
the right column of Fig. 4A). We focused our analysis on
contralateral activation given the breadth of evidence for this
type of directional selectivity in previous studies (fMRI
(Medendorp et al. 2003; 2005; Filimon et al. 2009; Vesia and
Crawford 2012; Gertz and Fiehler 2015), MEG (Van Der Werf
et al. 2010), TMS (Vesia et al. 2010), patients (Khan et al. 2007)

and primate neurophysiology (Gail and Andersen 2006; Gail
et al. 2009; Westendorff et al. 2010)). Consistent with some
previous studies (Connolly et al. 2003; Fernandez-Ruiz et al.
2007; Bernier et al. 2012; Gertz and Fiehler 2015) we only found
contralateral directional tuning in reach-related areas located
within the left hemisphere (opposite to the reaching hand).
These areas are shown in Figure 4B,C (with corresponding ßweights provided in Supplementary Fig. 3 and Talairach coordinates in Table 5). Some other regions of ipsilateral sensitivity appeared in both hemispheres in regions not generally
associated with reach; these were eliminated from further
analysis.

Visual Direction Selectivity
Contrast 4 [(pro-reach right target + anti-reach right target) –
(pro-reach left target + anti-reach left target)] investigated
contralateral visual selectivity during the MP phase in the left
hemisphere, as trials where the visual target was presented in
the right visual ﬁeld were contrasted from trials where the visual
target was presented to the left, regardless of the movement
goal. The marked areas survived a cluster threshold correction
of 75 voxels. In this contrast, the left cuneus was the only area
to show signiﬁcant contralateral activation for visual target
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Figure 4. (A) A visualization of the visual target and movement goal selectivity contrasts used in this experiment. For the visual selectivity contrasts, trials where the
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Table 4. List of ROI brain area abbreviations
Area

Abbreviation

V1
LG
SOG
IOG
SPOC
pIPS
mIPS
aIPS
AG
SMG
PCu
S1

Mean X

Visually selective
Cuneus
−2.56
Motor selective
V1
−7.46
SOG
−28.51
LG
−21.44
mIPS
−25.36
SPOC
−24.6
aIPS
−33.58
Pcu
−4.46
AG
−60.91
PMd
−25.61
mM1
−4.22
M1/S1
−30.38

9

(aIPS), PCu, AG, PMd, medial primary motor cortex (mM1), and
an area bordering on primary motor and somatosensory cortex (M1/S1). This illustrates a network of reach-associated
areas concerned with specifying upcoming reach direction
during the planning phase. A similar contrast was performed
on the right hemisphere [(pro-reach left target + anti-reach
right target) – (pro-reach right target + anti-reach left target)]
but failed to yield signiﬁcant activation that met our localizer
criteria.

Temporal Evolution of Visual and Movement Direction
Coding
One of the main aims of our visual and movement direction
selective voxelwise contrasts were to localize established
reach-related regions for a more detailed temporal analysis on
their time course data. This allowed us to understand the time
course of visual and motor selectivity both within and across
cortical sites. In these analyses, we traced the entire time
course of visual and movement selectivity in the areas shown
in Figure 4 using both the visual direction contrast (contrast 4)
and the movement direction contrast (contrast 5). We also did
the same for 4 sites in the left hemisphere obtained independently from the analysis in Figure 2, and obtained nearly identical results (Supplementary Fig. 4).

M1
PMd
PMv
CMA
SMA
IFG

Table 5. Talairach coordinates and number of voxels for contralateral visually and motor selective areas during MP in the left
hemisphere
Area

|

Mean Y

Mean Z

−77.12

14.67

691

−76.05
−83.51
−74.43
−45.39
−73.82
−27.39
−62.81
−36.32
−3.38
−17.19
−16.12

−0.52
15.51
−14.49
58.35
35.33
50.78
49.69
24.07
58.67
63.32
56.13

798
998
985
961
716
902
767
823
671
859
891

Voxels

direction (Fig. 4B). A similar contrast was performed on the right
hemisphere [(pro-reach left target + anti-reach left target) – (proreach right target + anti-reach right target)] but failed to yield
signiﬁcant activation that met our localizer criteria.
Movement Direction Selectivity
Contrast 5 [(pro-reach right target + anti-reach left target) –
(pro-reach left target + anti-reach right target)] investigated
contralateral movement selectivity during the MP phase in
the left hemisphere, as trials where the movement goal was
to the right were contrasted from trials where the movement
goal was to the left, regardless of the initial visual presentation. The marked areas survived a cluster threshold correction of 149 voxels. This contrast revealed widespread
contralateral movement selectivity in occipital, parietal, and
frontal areas (Fig. 4C), including primary visual cortex
(V1), LG, SOG, SPOC, mIPS, anterior intraparietal sulcus

Time Courses of Visual and Movement Direction Selectivity
Figure 5 plots the time courses of the visual directional
selectivity (black lines) and movement directional selectivity
(gray lines) for every region identiﬁed in Figure 4, with the
exception of aIPS which showed relatively ﬂat responses and
is associated more with grasp than reach transport (Culham
et al. 2006). As all of these regions are in the left hemisphere,
visual direction selectivity was calculated by subtracting the
time courses for trials where the visual target was presented
ipsilaterally (pro-reach left and anti-reach left) from trials
where the visual target was presented contralaterally (proreach right and anti-reach right). Movement direction selectivity for these areas was calculated by subtracting the time
courses for trials with an ipsilateral reach (pro-reach left
and anti-reach right) from trials with a contralateral reach
(pro-reach right and anti-reach left). Supplementary Figs. 5–7
show the time courses for these component signals, including % signal change for visual direction-selective activation for pro-reach left + anti-reach left, and pro-reach
right + anti-reach right, as well as movement-selective activation for pro-reach left + anti-reach right and pro-reach
right + anti-reach left.
Returning to Figure 5, one-sample t-tests were performed to
compare the % BOLD signal change at the time of the peak visual and motor activation to zero to indicate signiﬁcant directional tuning in either the visual or motor domain (○). We
limited our comparisons to these 2 points in time to indicate
the presence of visual or movement direction selectivity in a
brain area without needing to correct for multiple comparisons
across all time points. As there were 2 t-tests, we performed a
Bonferroni correction for 2 comparisons (α = 0.05/2 comparisons = 0.025 corrected for P < 0.05). Our occipital, parietal, and
frontal areas are divided into 3 columns for easier comparison,
with “early” to “late” areas organized top to bottom. Again, several trends emerge from this time-course analysis. First,
whereas reach general activation followed 3 peaks of eventrelated responses (Fig. 3), directional selectivity showed only 2
peaks: the ﬁrst a visual peak aligned with target presentation,
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Figure 5. A plot of the time courses of visual and movement selectivity for left occipital (V1, SOG, cuneus, and LG), parietal (SPOC, mIPS, PCu, and AG), and frontal (PMd,
M1/S1, and M1) left hemisphere brain regions. On the x-axis, time is in seconds and 0 indicates the start of the MP phase. The 3 black vertical lines indicate the times of
peak activity noted in Figure 3 for the VTR, MP, and ME phases. The dark gray lines indicate the visually selective mean % signal change across subjects. This was calculated
by subtracting the time courses for trials where the visual target was presented ipsilaterally (pro-reach left and anti-reach left) from trials where the visual target was presented contralaterally (pro-reach right and anti-reach right). The light gray lines indicate the movement direction selective mean % signal change across subjects. This was
calculated by subtracting the time courses for trials with an ipsilateral motor goal (pro-reach left and anti-reach right) from trials with a contralateral motor goal (pro-reach
right and anti-reach left). White open circles (○) indicate activity signiﬁcantly greater than zero (one-sample t-test, P < 0.05). Error bars are SEM across subjects.

and the second a more prolonged movement peak that in most
cases appears to arise late in the planning phase, dropping off
just at execution. Second, although visual peaks are more predominant in the occipital areas as one would expect, the motor
peak was widespread. In particular, occipital areas SOG and LG
show a surprisingly robust “movement direction coding” during
the planning phase (we will propose an alternative explanation
for this in the discussion). In summary, it appears that movement direction selectivity engages the entire occipital–parietal–
frontal reach network.

Although no areas in the right hemisphere met our localizer
criteria, we performed a similar analysis on right SOG, mIPS,
SPOC, and PMd by ﬂipping the Talariach “x” coordinate and creating a 5 mm sphere ROI. These values were similar to right
hemisphere coordinates for these areas reported by other
papers (Vesia et al. 2010, Gallivan et al. 2011, Monaco et al.
2011; Chen et al. 2014). While right mIPS, SPOC, and PMd did
not show much selectivity, right SOG showed a trend to prefer
visual target direction early in the task, similar to left SOG.
These right hemisphere data do not meet current statistical

Temporal evolution of target representation, movement direction planning, and reach execution Cappadocia et al.

standards for reporting fMRI data, but we have included these
data as a Supplementary Fig. 8.

Temporal Correlation of Direction Selectivity between
Cortical Areas
To quantify some of the qualitative observations made above,
we performed temporal correlations of visual, movement, and
visuo-movement directional selectivity between the regions
identiﬁed in Figure 4. To do this, we used the % BOLD signal
change time series data from 12 s before the onset of MP (target
presentation) to 12 s after (peak activity for motor execution as
seen in Fig. 3). We then correlated between sites (r) by matching
their BOLD signal changes for each scan in this time range.
Note that the main contribution to these correlations likely
came from the target coding phase and late planning phase for
the visual and movement parameters respectively (Fig. 5),
whereas the visuo-movement parameter was modulated
throughout the entire sequence (Fig. 6).

11

Figure 7A shows the visual direction selectivity correlations
between each brain area. The entries in this matrix have been
ordered (top to bottom and left to right) based on the strength
of correlation with V1, using the functional region from contrast 5. V1 was selected as the most obvious reference region
for visual input to the system. The resulting correlation matrix
shows a progressive drop in correlation down and to the left (as
expected) progressing generally from more sensory regions like
LG to more motor regions such as mM1. This can also be visualized as progression from darker red to lighter pink in the color
scheme we have used for the matrix cells. These correlations
were often signiﬁcant (as indicated by bolded numbers) with a
P < 0.05 with Bonferroni corrections for 10 comparisons
[α = 0.05 / 10 comparisons = 0.005 corrected for P < 0.05].
Figure 7D graphically represents the same data as Figure 7A
as a network of correlations between our various ROI. The
width of each line is scaled by the r2 value for the 2 regions that
it joins, with signiﬁcant correlations highlighted in yellow
(P < 0.05, non-signiﬁcant correlations are shown in orange).
This ﬁgure also helps to visualize “hub” areas in the visual
domain, sprouting thick yellow lines (high correlations with
yellow indicating signiﬁcant correlations) toward numerous
other areas, as opposed to thin orange lines (low correlations
with orange indicating non-signiﬁcant correlations). In the visual domain (Fig. 7D), one observes an extensive network of signiﬁcant correlations including V1, SOG, mIPS, M1/S1, and PMd
(i.e., these areas have many thick yellow lines), but largely
excluding mM1 and PCu (i.e., these areas have mainly thin
orange lines). Overall, SOG had the highest mean correlation
(0.83) to all other areas in the visual domain.
Figure 7B similarly shows the movement direction selectivity correlations between each brain area. Here, mM1 was chosen as the most obvious reference motor region, such that the
matrix entries are ordered based on the strength of correlation
with mM1 (the functional region from contrast 5 was used).
This resulted in a an ordering of sites nearly opposite to
Figure 7A, except for a few regions (notably PCu) shifted to the
right (meaning its correlations rank remained low) or left (e.g.,
SOG, meaning that it retained its relatively high rank in both
representations). Again, this convention caused higher correlations to cluster in the upper-left of the matrix, many of these
signiﬁcant (bold) with a P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected as in
Figure 7A. For movement direction selectivity (arising mainly
during the late planning phase; Fig. 7E) a network of signiﬁcant
correlations arose between the regions spanning SOG to mM1,
including AG, SPOC, M1/S1, and PMd, but excluding the very
thin “connections” to the early visual areas V1 and LG, as well
as parietal areas aIPS, mIPS, and PCu. Perhaps surprisingly, SOG
once again had the (marginally) highest overall mean correlation (0.75) to all other regions in the movement domain. AG
also had a mean correlation of 0.75, and these regions appear
(along with SPOC) as prominent “hubs” in Figure 7E.
Figure 7C provides a similar plot, but in this case using the
visuo-movement parameter from Figure 6. In this case there is
no obvious reference region or order, so we ordered the chart
from highest to lowest mean correlation across all sites (lower
row in dark gray), such that SOG ended up in the upper-left cell
with (once again) the highest mean correlation to other areas
(0.86). Although these plotting conventions tended to place higher correlations to the upper-left of the matrix, the overall distribution of high and signiﬁcant correlations was broader in this
domain (Fig. 7C), extending further down and to the right than
the individual visual and movement domains (Fig. 7A,B). In addition to SOG, mIPS, AG, and SPOC showed mean correlations
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Transition of Visual-to-Movement Direction Coding through Time
in the Anti-Reach Task
If one subtracts contrast #4 (visual direction tuning) from contrast #5 (motor direction tuning), this essentially reduces to a
contrast between the left and right anti-reach conditions during MP [anti-reach left target – anti-reach right target]. Note
that here, direction is deﬁned in terms of stimulus location, so
a negative value would indicate contralateral visual direction
selectivity, whereas a positive value would indicate contralateral movement direction selectivity (in the anti-reach task). We
henceforth refer to this integrated measure as our “visuomovement” selectivity parameter. Figure 6 plots this parameter
through time for 8 areas in the left hemisphere that have been
selected to best represent the occipital–parietal–frontal reach
network, ordered to correspond roughly to “early” (V1) through
“late” (mM1) areas in the visuomotor transformation for reach.
We performed paired t-tests between the visually and movement selective data at the time of peak visual (the minimum
mean value) and peak movement (the maximum mean value)
selectivity to indicate signiﬁcantly higher visual or movement
selectivity, respectively. We limited our comparisons to these 2
points in time to indicate the presence of signiﬁcantly higher
visual or movement direction selectivity in a brain area without
needing to correct for multiple comparisons across all time
points. As there were 2 t-tests, we performed a Bonferroni correction for 2 comparisons (α = 0.05 / 2 comparisons = 0.025 corrected for P < 0.05).
As one might predict, only signiﬁcantly higher visual selectivity was observed in V1, and only signiﬁcantly higher movement selectivity was observed in mM1. SPOC and PCu also
showed signiﬁcantly higher visual selectivity, while AG also
showed signiﬁcantly higher movement selectivity. SOG and
PMd showed both signiﬁcantly higher visual and movement
selectively. Also, as one would expect in the anti-reach task,
the switch from visual coding to movement coding occurs
around the time of the pro/anti instruction (although we could
not establish this statistically because of the size of variance
relative to the small visuomotor scores at this cross-over point).
What is more remarkable, is the strong resemblance between
these curves obtained from very different brain areas, ranging
from some that have been categorized as strictly visual (V1)
through various visuomotor areas to mM1. The next section
further quantiﬁes these observations.
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Figure 6. Visuo-movement direction selectivity plotted through time for left V1, SOG, SPOC, mIPS, AG, aIPS, PMd, and M1. This was calculated by subtracting the visual
selective time course data from the movement direction selective time course data displayed in Figure 5. Thus, a negative % signal change indicates visual selectivity
and a positive score indicates movement direction selectivity. On the x-axis, time is in seconds and 0 indicates the start of the MP phase. The 3 black vertical lines
indicate the times of peak activity noted in Figure 3 for the VTR, MP, and ME phases, and gray vertical lines indicate their onset. Open circles (○) indicate signiﬁcantly
greater coding for that coordinate system as revealed by a paired t-test (P < 0.05). Error bars are SEM across subjects.

above 8.0, with SPOC being noteworthy for being the only site
that was signiﬁcantly correlated to all other areas (P < 0.05 with
Bonferroni corrected as in Fig. 7A). These 4 areas emerge as
major correlation “hubs” in Fig. 7F, as nearly all of the correlations are robust and signiﬁcant (with PCu remaining the main
exception). These analyses suggest that, despite overall biases

toward visual or movement function between different sites, the
entire occipital–parietal–frontal reach network is involved in the
visuomotor transformation for a memory-guided reach task.
When these values were calculated between all possible
pairings of our identiﬁed ROI, we obtained overall r values of
0.739 ± 0.13 for visual, 0.652 ± 0.20 for movement, and 0.799 ±
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(r) through time between all areas for each spatial domain tested (redundant entries in upper-right half are omitted). A continuous color scale is used to indicate the
strength of correlation (r), i.e., with white close to 0.1 and red close to 1.0, and signiﬁcant correlations (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) are bolded. Site correlations
were derived by comparing data points from each point in time derived for the 10 movement-selective areas in the left hemisphere correlated for visual selectivity
from target presentation (−12 s) to peak motor execution activation (+12 s), time-locked to the onset of MP. (A) Visual Correlations. The order of areas is based on
strength of correlation with V1. (B) Movement Correlations. The order of areas is based on strength of correlation with mM1 (the motor output from the system). (C)
The time courses for the 10 motor-selective areas correlated for visuo-movement selectivity. The order of areas is based on strength of the mean correlation with the
other areas (shown in lower row). (D–F) Graphical representations of the strength of correlation between left hemisphere brain areas for visual (D), movement (E), and
visuo-movement (F) correlations corresponding to data from A, B, and C, respectively. The thickness of the line indicates the r2 value, with a thin line being close to 0
and a thick line close to 1. For these plots we used r2 to increase the difference between highly correlated and less correlated areas. These data are superimposed on a
left hemisphere “inﬂated brain” from a typical subject where light gray signiﬁes gyri and dark gray signiﬁes sulci. See Table 4 for site abbreviations. Brain areas in
black boxes are superﬁcial and those in gray boxes appear on the medial side of the inﬂated brain.

0.10 for visuo-movement (mean ± SD) selectivity indices. To
test if they were signiﬁcantly higher than zero, we performed 3
one-sample t-tests on the mean r scores for each brain area,
comparing zero to visual (t(10) = 37.129, P < 0.001), motor (t(10)
= 18.771, P < 0.001), and visuomotor (t(10) = 45.755, P < 0.001)
selectivity frames, all of which were signiﬁcant. To test for
differences between selectivity frames and to investigate differences between brain regions, we performed an ANOVA on the r
values with selectivity frame (visual, movement, and visuo-

movement) and the 11 brain areas as ﬁxed factors. The ANOVA
was signiﬁcant (F(32,1) = 5.689, P < 0.001) and showed signiﬁcant main effects for selectivity frame (P < 0.001) and brain area
(P < 0.001), as well as a signiﬁcant interaction between selectivity frame and brain area (P < 0.005). Bonferroni post hoc tests
on selectivity frames revealed that visual, movement, and
visuo-movement selectivity were all signiﬁcantly different
from each other. Bonferroni post hoc tests on brain areas
revealed that the PCu and V1 showed signiﬁcantly lower
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Figure 7. Correlations through time between regions derived from visual, movement, and visuo-movement spatial parameters. (A–C) Matrices showing correlations
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correlations than several other brain areas (for PCu: AG, aIPS,
mM1, mIPS, PMd, M1/S1, SOG, and SPOC; for V1: AG, mIPS, PMd,
M1/S1, SOG, and SPOC). Thus, both retrospective target direction and prospective reach direction were important for
describing correlations between these networks at different
phases, and a visuo-movement parameter that captured both
of these provided the best overall description.

Discussion

General Activation During Visual Target Memory, Reach
Planning, and Reach Execution
Many previous fMRI studies have implicated superior occipital–
parietal–frontal cortex in visually guided reaching (Astaﬁev et al.
2003, Connolly et al. 2003; Medendorp et al. 2003, 2005; Prado
et al. 2005; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007; Beurze et al. 2009; CavinaPratesi et al. 2010; Fabbri et al. 2012; Konen et al. 2013; Chen et al.
2014). However, to our knowledge none of these clearly separated
the 3 phases of target representation, MP, and ME through time.
To do this within the spatiotemporal limitations of fMRI, we
required a paradigm with a series of instructions and delays
which likely introduced more cognitive aspects to the task one
would see during online control, but with this caveat in mind,
we were able to trace both general and direction-speciﬁc activation through those 3 phases. Most of our ROI showed different
degrees of time-locked activation during target representation,
planning, and execution (Fig. 3), depending on whether the
region was more visual (e.g., SOG) or motor (e.g., PMd), but here
we will restrict our discussion to signiﬁcant clusters of activation
during these 3 phases (Fig. 2).
Our analysis of the target representation phase (Fig. 2A)
revealed limited activation in bilateral PMd and right pIPS, perhaps related to spatial working memory (Courtney et al. 1996;
Srimal and Curtis 2008) or activity related to preparatory set
(Culham et al. 2006, Chen et al. 2014). Chen et al. (2014) found a
broader range of occipital–parietal–frontal activation during the

Directional Selectivity During MP
A second goal of our study was to look at cortical direction
selectivity during MP, and determine which areas are selective
for visual target direction and movement direction. Note that
our paradigm was not designed to explicitly separate cognitive
events such as attention vs. intention (Colby and Goldberg
1999; Andersen and Buneo 2002), but can only disambiguate
directional selectivity relative to our objective measures (visual
target direction and movement direction). Clearly attention
must play a role in our task: subjects likely attended to remembered target direction in the ﬁrst memory delay (Rizzolatti et al.
1987), and motor goal direction in the second planning delay,
switching attention to the opposite hemiﬁeld during the “anti”
trials (Rolfs et al. 2013). The latter must especially play a role in
the switching of directional tuning from stimulus to motor goal
that we observed in occipital cortex (see below for details). On
the other hand, massive recruitment of the parieto–frontal
reach network that we observed in the late planning and early
execution phase of our task (much of which proved to be
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In this study, we used an event-related fMRI design to investigate several key questions. To summarize, the ﬁrst was to differentiate which cortical areas are involved in spatial target
representation, reach MP, and reach ME. This analysis revealed
selective, bilateral PMd and right pIPS activation during the target representation phase, whereas an entire occipital–parietal–
frontal reaching network was activated during the motor planning and execution phases. The second question we aimed to
answer was, during motor planning, which brain areas are directionally selective in visual or motor coordinates? During our
planning phase, the left cuneus showed signiﬁcant contralateral visual selectivity, but the majority of directionally selective
occipital, parietal, and frontal activation was tuned for contralateral reach direction. Observing the time courses of these directional parameters across all 3 phases of our task, we
observed that most areas showed visual selectivity following
target presentation and most areas showed movement selectivity late in the planning phase, but all reach-related areas
showed a progressive visuomotor transition when these measures were collapsed into a single visuo-movement parameter.
Likewise, when we correlated these parameters through time
between different areas, we found overlapping but distinct visual and motor networks, but that all of the areas activated in
occipital, parietal, and frontal cortex were correlated in terms
of the visuo-movement index. In the following sections, we will
discuss each of these ﬁndings in more detail.

target memory phase of their paradigm. Our target memory
phase was followed by target planning and then execution,
whereas their target memory phase was followed immediately
by motor execution. This may have precipitated earlier preparatory activity in their paradigm and thus explain the difference. Activation in the parietal cortex is consistent with the
uncertainty condition found in Gertz and Fiehler (2015), though
their parietal activation was in the left hemisphere and ours
was in the right. This difference could be due to the additional
delay we added before the pro/anti instruction or the way we
deﬁned ROI (we derived coordinates from peak voxels in our
own data whereas they used published coordinates).
Note that in our paradigm, subjects could not anticipate the
required movement plan or derive it from the visual stimulus
until the pro/anti instruction was given at the start of the
second delay. During this MP phase (Fig. 2B), we observed widespread activation in the classic parieto–frontal reach network,
including SPOC, mIPS, SMA, PMd, and M1 (Culham et al. 2006;
Gallivan and Culham 2015). Comparing this widespread planning activation to the limited activation that was observed in
the target representation phase suggests that previous studies
that combined these 2 phases (Medendorp et al. 2003,
Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007) were mainly reporting activity
related to visuomotor transformations and/or MP, as opposed
to target memory. We also observed considerable activation of
occipital cortex, including LG, IOG, and SOG, during the second
delay, a phenomenon known as “occipital reactivation”
(Singhal et al. 2013), which we will discuss further in subsequent sections. In all these lobes, lateral cortex activation was
greater in the left hemisphere contralateral to the hand, consistent with previous studies (Connolly et al. 2003; FernandezRuiz et al. 2007; Bernier et al. 2012; Gertz and Fiehler 2015).
Finally, all of these regions of activation became even more
extensive (relative to controls) in the ME phase (Fig. 2C), also
extending into prefrontal (e.g., IFG) and inferior parietal (e.g.,
SMG) areas that might be associated with cognitive aspects of
the task, such as guidance of the movement based on spatial
memory (Gallivan and Culham 2015). In general, through our 3
phases we observed a general spread and ramping up of activation relative to controls throughout occipital–parietal–frontal
cortex, presumably as different constraints were added to the
task (target memory, rule-based visuomotor transformation,
MP, and actual execution) while retaining past information.
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movement direction selective) is most likely related to the
intention to move (Andersen and Buneo 2002; Cisek and
Kalaska 2010).
In the following, more detailed discussion, we will only consider regions that showed signiﬁcant clusters of activation. One
of the main aims of our visual and movement direction selective contrasts was to localize established reach-related regions
for a more detailed temporal analysis on their time course
data. We further restricted this analysis to the second delay
(MP) because 1) this gave much more activation in general than
the ﬁrst delay, 2) the ﬁrst delay could only yield visual directional selectivity, 3) selective combinations of our pro- and
anti-reach data could isolate visual vs. motor selectivity during
the second delay, and (4) the ME phase was biased by somatomotor activation related to the arm movement itself.

Visual Directional Selectivity
The visual directionally selective contrast in our task found
that only the left cuneus showed signiﬁcant activation for visually contralateral targets regardless of the motor requirement.
This implies that there is a region in occipital cortex that is
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speciﬁcally concerned with retaining the visual direction of the
original stimulus, regardless of whether subjects are planning a
movement in that direction or in the opposite direction.
Makino et al. (2004) previously found that the cuneus can be
activated by both visual search and memory search, and suggest that it may be responsible for attentional shifts in shortand long-term memory. These search and attentional functions
may be aided by a visual representation of an object in space,
regardless of and independent from the motor requirement of
a task. Nonetheless, the extent of visual lateralized activation
that we observed here, restricted to cuneus, was rather modest
compared with the visually-tuned BOLD response observed
throughout occipital and parietal cortex during reversing prism
adaptation (Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007). We will return to this
apparent contradiction in a later subsection.

Movement Direction Selectivity
During MP, we observed relatively widespread movementtuned direction selectivity in the left parieto–frontal cortex,
including mIPS, SPOC, AG, aIPS, PMd, and M1/S1. This generally
agrees with previous reach (and saccade) investigations that
have used the pro/anti task combined with fMRI (Medendorp
et al. 2005), MEG (Van Der Werf et al. 2008, 2010), and primate
neurophysiology (Gail and Andersen 2006; Gail et al. 2009;
Westendorff et al. 2010). Consistent with this, PMd neurons are
active during the delay period preceding an instructed movement, as well as tuned for the direction and distance of reaches
with either hand (Weinrich and Wise 1982; Caminiti et al. 1991;
Messier and Kalaska 2000; Cisek et al. 2003). It is perhaps more
surprising that we found several occipital areas linked to movement direction during the planning phase, including SOG.
Likewise, Chen et al. (2014) found directionally selective occipital activation during their ME phase. One does not generally
associate occipital cortex with MP, but note that in the pro/anti
paradigm, subjects may use a strategy of imagining a target
that is either contiguous with, or opposite to the original visual
stimulus. These ﬁndings suggest that occipital cortex plays a
more important role in action planning than is often assumed
(Pasternak and Greenlee 2005; Gutteling et al. 2015).

Reconciling Studies of Spatial Tuning for Reach Planning
The Fernandez-Ruiz et al. (2007) prism reversal study showed
visual tuning in most of the same occipital–parietal regions
that showed movement tuning in the pro-/anti-reach task (see
also Gertz and Fiehler 2015). This appears to be a contradiction,
but Ferandez-Ruiz et al. (2007) offered an explanation based on
discriminating the parameter being represented (i.e., visual target, vs. movement goal, vs. movement direction) and the coordinate frame used to represent this (i.e., retinal coordinates vs.
body-ﬁxed coordinates). According to this notion, areas such as
mIPS do not encode visual target direction (that contradicts the
current study) or movement direction (which contradicts the
prism-reversal study). Instead, they may encode the direction
of the imagined goal in retinal coordinates (which would be
linked to retinal input during prism reversal, but reversed relative to retinal input in the anti-reach task). This model ﬁts
most of our occipital–parietal regions, with exception of cuneus
(which appears to encode visual stimulus direction in both
tasks; see above) and AG, which appears to encode extrinsic
movement direction in both tasks, perhaps in somatosensory
coordinates (Vesia et al. 2006, 2010; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007;
Vesia and Crawford 2012).
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Contralateral Direction Tuning and Handedness
Although we found scattered, non-speciﬁc clusters of activation
of ipsilateral tuning (for either target or movement, primarily in
the right hemisphere) in general, we found a fairly widespread
tendency toward contralateral direction tuning within the
occipital–parietal–frontal reach system in the left hemisphere.
This does not necessarily mean that these areas only code one
direction of target or movement (indeed most areas showed
responses for both directions; Supplementary Figs. 5–7).
Instead, it means that there was more activation for contralateral than ipsilateral movement. This generally agrees with previous investigations of occipital, parietal, and prefrontal
activity based on fMRI (Medendorp et al. 2003, 2005; Filimon
et al. 2009; Vesia and Crawford 2012; Gertz and Fiehler 2015),
MEG (Van Der Werf et al. 2010), TMS (Vesia et al. 2010), patients
(Khan et al. 2007), and primate neurophysiology (Gail and
Andersen 2006; Gail et al. 2009; Westendorff et al. 2010).
Contralateral movement tuning is more surprising in S1 and
M1 (because they are associated with moving the contralateral
hand in both directions), but this is easily explained. In our setup, the right hand started from the left side, so it moved more
for rightward targets, thus predicting more activation for
contralateral targets.
Further, this contralateral tuning was always in the left
hemisphere, contralateral to the right hand used in the study.
This is consistent with several previous fMRI studies (Connolly
et al. 2003; Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007; Bernier et al. 2012; Gertz
and Fiehler 2015). This asymmetry could also relate to the statics of fMRI, i.e., the way that several neural signals might need
to combine to produce signiﬁcant effects at the level of the
BOLD signal. Here, this likely involves interactions between
hand lateralization and visual hemiﬁeld lateralization (Perenin
and Vighetto 1988; Rossetti et al. 2003, Medendorp et al. 2005;
Beurze et al. 2007; Blangero et al. 2008, Gallivan et al. 2011;
Vesia and Crawford 2012). In particular, greater activation is
expected in the cortex contralateral to the hand (Snyder 2000;
Medendorp et al. 2005), and as mentioned above, this effect
would be magniﬁed in motor areas in our experiment because
the right hand moves more to the right than it does for left targets. In more visual areas, there may also an inﬂuence of handedness on attention (Perry et al. 2015).
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A complication to this scheme is that Kuang et al. (2016)
recorded action potentials from intraparietal cortex in monkeys
trained on both the prism reversal task and the pro-/anti-reach
task, and found that some neurons did encode the goal in visual coordinates, but most encoded movement direction. They
reconciled this ﬁnding with fMRI results by noting that local
ﬁeld potentials—which may drive the BOLD response—agreed
better with the visual goal prediction. Alternatively, the massive amount of training required for monkeys to do such tasks
may have altered synaptic organization, whereas the human
subjects received minimal training. However, these are matters
of degree, not fundamental differences. Either way, it appears
that the occipital–parietal–frontal reach planning system can
simultaneously encode 3 spatial variables: visual stimulus direction, the goal in visual coordinates, and extrinsic movement
direction.

Some of the most interesting ﬁndings in this experiment
derived from plotting the time courses of visual and movement
selectivity (Fig. 5) for all of our ROI. A number of neurophysiological studies have followed the time course of directional tuning during a pro/anti task (e.g., Zhang and Barash 2000; Gail
and Andersen 2006; Gail et al. 2009). However, to our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to extract these variables from pro-/antireach data in the human brain and examine their time course
through separate target representation, planning, and reach
execution phases. Although fMRI suffers by comparison in
spatiotemporal resolution, it compensates by allowing one to
compare these responses across the entire brain. In short,
although some areas showed primarily visual direction tuning
following presentation of the target and some primarily
showed movement direction tuning late in the planning phase,
most of our ROI showed both of these responses. We shall consider these “lobe-by-lobe,” and then consider the network.
Occipital Cortex
Not surprisingly V1 and cuneus primarily showed visually
selective activation, as numerous previous studies have shown
human V1 to code visual stimulus responses (Engel et al. 1997;
Singh et al. 2000), and perhaps even visual memory responses
(Pratte and Tong 2014; Malik et al. 2015). As mentioned above,
the ﬁnding that only left occipital areas showed direction
selectivity was surprising, and might relate to attentional
enhancement related feedback from the contralateral hand and
working in that hands preferred areas of space (Gallivan et al.
2011; Perry et al. 2015). Further, SOG and LG showed both visual
and “motor” selectivity. It is possible that these structures initially responded to the visual stimulus, but after the pro/anti
instruction were involved in imagining a virtual target that
could be ﬂipped opposite to the actual stimulus in the case of
anti-reach trials (Rolfs et al. 2013). This could explain the phenomenon of occipital reactivation during reaches, and could
involve re-entrant feedback from motor systems (Singhal et al.
2013).
Parietal Cortex
To different degrees, all of our parietal structures showed dual
spatial selectivity, but SPOC and AG stood out as “hub” areas
that showed both visual and movement selective activation.
Consistent with our results, recent studies have implicated

Frontal Cortex
Left PMd showed visually selective activation during target
representation and motor selectivity during ME. Previous
research has found left PMd activation for right arm reaching
(Medendorp et al. 2005; Bernier et al. 2012; Gertz and Fiehler
2015) and implicated the region in transforming visuospatial
information into motor codes (Medendorp et al. 2005; Beurze
et al. 2007), which supports our motor-selective ﬁnding. There
is also evidence from multivariate fMRI techniques for target
selective coding in PMd (Gallivan et al. 2011; Fabbri et al. 2012),
which may help explain the visually-selective encoding we
noted during the target representation phase. Finally, a recent
neurophysiological study suggests that frontal eye ﬁelds progressively transition from a target to movement code, even
when planning pro-saccades (Sajad et al. 2016).
Visuomotor Selectivity in all Areas
One of our more striking ﬁndings was that when we described
our occipital–parietal–frontal regions with the use of a visuomovement parameter (derived from the anti-reach data) and
plotted these data through the entire time course of our task
(Fig. 6), every single area, from V1 to M1, looked remarkably
similar (with the exception of a mid-task “bump” in some areas
like PCu, around the time of the pro/anti instruction). This
appears to illustrate a very simple but profound message: despite the many functional differences between these areas (like
those described above and by many other authors), an entire
occipital–parietal–frontal network is engaged in the transformation of visual stimuli into motor acts; Not only at different serial stages of processing, but also through the entire duration of
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Visual, Movement, and Visuo-movement Selectivity
Through the Entire Task

SPOC as a visually-guided reaching area (Culham et al. 2006;
Filimon et al. 2009; Vesia et al. 2010; Gallivan and Culham
2015). Previous studies on AG, however, have implicated it as
coding the motor output of a task (Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007;
Vesia et al. 2010), making the visually selective activation unexpected. However, this might indicate transformation of visual
signals into somatosensory signals, as suggested by its general
role in left–right space discrimination (Hirnstein et al. 2011).
The PCu was found to be visually selective during the target
representation phase. This activation could be related to visuospatial imagery (Cavanna and Trimble 2006), although it did
not show the anti-reach reversal we observed for SOG. It is also
unclear why both PCu and SPOC show slight reversals from
motor to visual planning around the time motor planning
begins. These reversals did not reach signiﬁcance, but if they
represent a real result, we speculate this may be due to a visual
re-activation once the movement is known.
mIPS only showed directionally selective motor activation.
This is consistent with the suggestion in Fernandez-Ruiz et al.
(2007), discussed above, that such areas would show movement tuning in an anti-reach task. However, the lack of an
early visual response is surprising given that it has been
linked to both reach and saccade planning, attention, and visual working memory (Curtis et al. 2004; Curtis and Connolly
2008; Srimal and Curtis 2008; Jerde et al. 2012). Medendorp
et al. (2005) found that for saccades, retinotopic IPS (similar to
mIPS) coded the visual location of a target before the pro/anti
instruction and the motor direction afterwards. It is important
to note, however, that these areas were selected by different
methods (an independent localizer vs. peak voxel ROI) and
that activation for saccades may differ from the reach planning network.
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the task (for example, see the occipital reactivation in our SOG
data). In this sense, even though visuomotor transformations
can be observed within single structures and even single neurons (e.g., Sadeh et al. 2015; Sajad et al. 2015, 2016), almost the
entire cortex is engaged in the entirety of such transformations.
This is further supported at the motor output level by recent
evidence of upper limb muscles initially encoding the location
of the visual stimulus rather than the movement goal for antireaching in humans (Gu et al. 2016).

Spatiotemporal Correlations for Visual, Movement, and
Visuo-Movement Selectivity
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space (Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007; Vesia and Crawford 2012),
discrimination of left space from right (Hirnstein et al. 2011),
controlling multiple effectors (Vesia et al. 2010), and in agency
(Farrer et al. 2008), this might suggest that AG plays a central
role in monitoring the awareness of ones actions within external space. In comparison, our current data suggest that other
sensory areas like cuneus and SOG may be more concerned
with monitoring events and goals in visual space. This again is
consistent with the notion that the brain simultaneously monitors space in multiple frames. Overall, these data suggest that
the brain uses a broadly distributed, common visuomotor code
for memory guided reach, and thus the need for so many network nodes likely arises from other cognitive demands.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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